
Title: Innocent murders

Logline: In the mind of a killer, murder will always be the first and only option.

Genre: Horror / Drama

Theme: Love / Death / Family drama / Revenge



The creation of Innocent murders

I was playing around with the idea of writing a tv series, and I came up with these
stories. It's basically different stories all displaying something different from serial
killers, gruesome creatures, crimes of passion and so on. In Rapture city, sins are
the bible.



Breaking down the stories

Pilot: Everlasting image

Jeanqúal is a wealthy art consultant in search of the perfect woman. Viewing
women as art, Jeanqúal has had a fair share of women, but can’t capture the one
who’ll complete his life. Encountering Jennie the perky cashier, he invites her to
his house for dinner. The two enjoy a nice meal while discussing their previous
relationships. After the conversation is done, Jeanqúal has plans on making her into
a masterpiece.



Episode One

This is for God

The story opens with father Mathews in the confessional booth speaking with
Brendan off screen. While trying to reach him with his words, his head comes
clean off from a shotgun blast. Brendan, still off screen, tosses a newspaper on top
of the dead body revealing father Mathews as a pedophile found not guilty for his
crimes. From there, Brendan explains how he was molested by his parents until he
reached the age of knowing what his parents were telling him about their sex
crimes was a lie.



Episode Two

Blind, twenty-twenty vision

Steven was once a decorated officer, highly respected on the force, but now he's
being interrogated by Carter for his brutal crimes. Steven has no remorse about
what he's done, believing he won’t serve no time. After getting sentenced to life in
jail, Steven still believes he's in the clear because the people who agree with what
he's done are in jail with him, but he quickly finds out it doesn't pay to assume.



Episode Three

How many wrongs make a right?

This is a story about Blake and Darrell. They're a happy couple, but Blake feels
insecure when they're out in public because people still look at two men being
together as abnormal.

One night while Darrell and Blake are in bed, it becomes apparent Darrell isn't
ready for a full commitment, which is something Blake always brings up. After
taking somewhat of a break from each other, Blake finds out some bitter truth
about Darrell.



Episode Four

Decomposition

The story is shown from a first person view. We come in on Cameron's mutilated
arms, while he explains his definition of love. Moving through the house
explaining his story, we come to a stop at the bathroom. Inside it looks like a
massacre took place, further giving us a deeper look at how crazy Cameron really
is.



Episode Five

Off limits

Still not over her first love's murder, Sydney explains she'll remain single because
men only see her for her body and looks. One day when her shy coworker Russell
takes her out on a date, Sydney believes she can possibly get over her first love
because Russell reminds her of him...so she thinks.



Episode Six

Expensive crumbs

Luke is an arrogant comic book artist who feels everything in his life has to be
perfect, including his women. When Vanessa, the daughter of Quinn the owner of
the company, comes to clear useless talent out, Luke slowly finds out what it
means to be humbled.



Episode Seven

Mother Earth’s recycled rapture

Mother Earth explains the pain she endures every waking second by the people
who talk about various things, except the land they’re living on, which she’s trying
to preserve.



Episode Eight

Only towards you

Donna is in the funeral home sitting beside her best friend Brittany’s closed casket,
explaining their friendship, and how she wishes she could’ve done something to
prevent her murder.



Episode Nine

Broken heart road

Maryi can’t wait to walk down the aisle with the love of her life Ceciel, but before
the matrimony can commence hidden truths must be revealed in a bloody fashion.



Episode Ten

My Fam

Qúveil swears he has nothing but loyalty for his friend Braxton, but when Braxton
supposedly turns up missing, Qúveil is nowhere to be found.



Everlasting image

Starring characters

Jeanqúal: A wealthy art consultant. Jeanqúal is a charming, sophisticated man in
search of the perfect woman. Although he views women as he does art, Jeanqúal
holds a sinister secret behind his handsome features.

Jennie: When the cashier lays eyes on Jeanqúal, she’s instantly turned on. The hard
to get routine comes into play, but she ends up falling for his charm.

Co-Star

Maggie: The persistent secretary seeking a date with Jeanqúal.

Feature characters

Woman People in the mall



This is for God

Starring character

Brendan: After being molested as a child by his parents, Brendan has a mental
breakdown turning him into a homicidal maniac.

Co-Stars
Father Mathews: He's a pedophile priest.

Young Brendan: He's a traumatized eight-year-old boy.

Sophia: She's Brendan's pedophile mother.

Darwin: He's Brendan's pedophile father.

Teenage Brendan: Now realizing what his parents were doing to him, he seeks
revenge.

Feature characters

Church members Woman # 2
Woman # 1 Forensic officers



Blind, twenty-twenty vision

Starring characters

Steven: A once decorated cop is being interrogated over his brutal crimes, but he
feels what he did was for the greater good of the community.

Carter: He's your basic detective needing an understanding behind Steven's crimes
considering he's a man of the law.

Feature characters

Four tattooed men Shanice Whittier
Teenage boy



How many wrongs make a right

Starring characters

Darrell: He claims he loves Blake, but every time Blake asks him to move in,
something he hasn't spoken on keeps him from accepting the offer.

Blake: He's deeply in-love with Darrell, but he can't understand why he doesn't
want to move in with him.

Co-Star
Sabrina - Darrell's wife.

Feature characters

People on the beach Patient
Receptionist # 1 Receptionist # 2
Random couple Side chick



Decomposition

Starring characters

Cameron: He believes "Love" is something much deeper than the average
meaning.

Candice: Cameron’s unfaithful girlfriend.

Feature characters

Random man # 1 Random man # 2
Random women



Off limits

Starring characters

Sydney: She's still grieving over the loss of her first love Jarvis, so she prefers
remaining single.

Russell: He's Sydney's shy coworker with a mad crush on her.

Jarvis: Sydney’s boyfriend.

Feature characters

Random men Random women



Expensive crumbs

Starring character

Luke: He’s an arrogant pretty boy with no respect for anything he believes has
imperfections.

Co-Stars

Harry: He’s a church going man.

Donald: He idolizes Luke, wishing he could be just like him.

Quinn: The creepy old man who doesn’t look his age is the owner of the comic
book company.

Vanessa: She's Quinn's beautiful daughter that doesn’t tolerate arrogance.

Feature characters

Restaurant patrons Workers in the office
Waitress Guard # 1
Guard # 2 Chinese buffet patrons
Butler Bar patrons
People on the street People in the basement



Mother Earth’s recycled rapture

Starring character

Mother Earth: The foundation of the world.

Feature characters

Random men and women



Only towards you

Starring characters

Donna: Brittany’s best friend.

Brittany: Donna’s best friend.

DèAntez: Donna’s abusive boyfriend.

Feature characters

People attending the funeral Random people at the carnival
Random woman Police officers
Police officer # 1



Broken heart road

Starring characters

Maryi: She Ceciel’s Fiance.

Ceciel: He can’t wait to marry the love of his life Maryi.

Feature characters

Random man # 1 Random man # 2
Random man # 3 Random man # 4
People in the church Pastor



My Fam

Starring characters

Qúveil: He knows everything about everybody, always in the streets, but for the
wrong reasons.

Braxton: He’s a lowkey hustler that makes his money and keeps it moving, but
there’s rumors circulating about him that has people thinking twice.

Feature characters

Braxton goon # 1 Braxton goon # 2
Braxton goon # 3 Braxton goon # 4
Braxton’s goons



Everlasting image

Locales

Jeanqúal’s house Jeanqúal’s office
The mall



This is for God

Locales

Catholic church Woman # 1 bathroom
Brendan's house Brendan's parents house



Blind, twenty-twenty vision

Locales

The street The alley
The interrogation room Men's prison shower



How many wrongs make a right?

Locales

The beach Blake's bedroom
Dentist office Darrell's office



Decomposition

Locales

Cameron's house The motel



Off limits

Locales

Sydney's house Sydney's cubicle
Thai restaurant The pier
The street



Expensive crumbs

Locales

Quinn’s house Luke’s apartment
The restaurant Demon world comics
The cafe The bar
Harry’s house The Chinese Buffet



Mother Earth’s recycled rapture

Locale
Earth



Only towards you

Locales

The funeral home The carnival
Donna’s house The street



Broken heart road

Locales

The church The street
The motel Maryi’s house
Jail cell



My Fam

Locales

The street Braxton’s basement
The store The park



The conclusion

Everlasting image

We see Jeanqúal sitting naked in front of an easel where he’s composed a painting
using the irises of the women he’s killed. Throughout the rest of the room we see
the dead bodies of women cemented on the walls making a mural with their eyes
missing.



The conclusion

This is for God

After Brendan kills the last woman he was torturing in his basement. He informs us
that he's God because he has the ability to give and take life when he sees fit.



The conclusion

Blind, twenty-twenty vision

While Steven is in the shower, he's approached by some tattooed Caucasian men,
giving their thanks for the black people he killed. Steven believes he found some
new friends, until the men assault him, preparing to rape him because the fact still
remains Steven is a black man.



The conclusion

How many wrongs make a right?

Sabrina finds out her husband is Bi-Sexual, and Blake finds out the reason why
Darrell refuses to move in with him. But what hits Darrell and Blake deep is when
Sabrina informs them that Darrell has AIDS. Darrell begins texting all of the
people he’s slept with, informing them of the possibility they might have AIDS.
When he leaves his office, he’s murdered by Sabrina and Blake.



The conclusion

Decomposition

Cameron lies down on the bed next to Candice's dead body, placing a Desert eagle
in his mouth, blowing his brains out. As his tale comes to an end, he explains that
when the blood from his body mixes with Candice’s blood, they'll reunite in the
afterlife, returning to the world as the perfect couple.



The conclusion

Off limits

As Russell lies on his stomach hog-tied in the back of his Yukon missing an ear,
Sydney is standing in front of him, dropping her pants and panties. Russell
becomes sick when he sees the woman he was about to rape is really a man. She
pulls her panties and pants back up, telling Russell he's about to be her next victim,
because she's the rapist on the loose.



The conclusion

Expensive crumbs

While Luke is tied down to a chair with barbed-wire in Quinn’s basement, he finds
out Quinn and his daughter Vanessa are really demons in search of humans with
perfect qualities to steal their souls. Before Luke can get a chance to speak,
Vanessa is in her demon form, proceeding to bite his face off.



The conclusion

Mother Earth’s recycled rapture

After explaining how people don’t appreciate themselves, or the land they’re living
on. Mother Earth creates a catastrophic flood, letting the earth fill up with water
until she’s ready to reset.



The conclusion

Only towards you

The twist to the story is when we find out Brittany is the one actually telling the
story about what her friend Donna went through. Before it goes off, Brittany is
standing in front of the people in the funeral home reading a poem she wrote about
her friend titled “Only towards you.”



The conclusion

Broken heart road

After Ceceil cancels the wedding on their wedding day at the altar, exposing how
he knows about her other affairs, Maryi takes this to heart, killing Ceceil, and then
herself.



The conclusion

My Fam

Qúveil is bloody, tied down to a chair on his last breath surrounded by Braxton and
his goons. Before Braxton kills him, he makes Qúveil expose why he was
spreading lies about him. What makes everyone sick, is Qúveil was telling lies so
people would pay him more attention because he’s jealous of Braxton’s life.


